What is Microblading?
PhiRemoval is a well-designed system with a unique formula that enables tattoo removal while
preserving healthy skin. PhiRemoval is conducted in a similar way as tattooing or micropigmenting, with
the same equipment (manual and/or machine). The tattoo extraction solution begins working almost
immediately after tracing the original tattoo ink, causing the ink to move upward through the skin.
The scab containing tattoo ink is formed over the treated area in the next few days. As the skin is
healing, even more unwanted tattoo ink gets drawn out. The scab starts to peel off naturally, extracting
the unwanted tattoo ink. You are likely to have a secondary scab containing even more tattoo ink (this is
a good thing).
Click here for a video showcasing the process.

Am I a good candidate for PhiRemoval?
If you would like to remove old, uneven, or bad permanent makeup or microblading, or remove a small
body tattoo, then yes, you are a prime candidate. PhiRemoval is one of the safest methods of removing
poor quality PMU or tattoos. It is a well-designed system with a unique formula that enables tattoo
removal while preserving healthy skin.

What should I do before getting Phi Removal?

Does it hurt?
Everyone has a different level of sensitivity. An anesthetic is applied for numbing during the procedure
to alleviate discomfort. Every effort is made to ensure you remain comfortable for the duration of the
procedure. Clients are usually pleased to discover that it is no more painful than having your eyebrows
tweezed or threaded.
PLEASE NOTE: Having this service performed during your menstrual cycle may increase discomfort
during your procedure.
* If you are a frequent smoker, the topical anesthetics used during the treatment will not last as long.
* If you have been diagnosed with Fibromyalgia, be aware that this may affect your sensitivity tolerance
to the procedure.

How long is the procedure?
The length of the procedure depends upon how many passes are needed to remove the pigment. You
will also want to add 30 additional minutes to the start of the removal process to allow time for the
anesthetic to take effect.
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What should I do before my Microblading procedure?
If you have an ideal shape and color in mind, please bring a couple reference photos with you to your
appointment. You may fill in your eyebrows as you normally would so we may take into consideration
the shape you feel most comfortable with. If you regularly get your eyebrows shaped, waxed, threaded
or tinted, please refrain from doing so within a week of your appointment. If there are any stray hairs
that fall outside of our final shape, we can remove them.
If you plan to go on a vacation, it is recommended to plan your trip a minimum of 30 days after the
procedure.
We require our clients to avoid any blood thinning medication for a minimum of 72 hours prior to their
appointment. This includes Vitamin E, Aspirin, Niacin, fish oil supplements, and Ibuprofen.
Do NOT drink any alcohol or caffeine 24 hours prior to your appointment. (Yes, decaf coffee has
caffeine!)
If you have been on prescription Accutane in the past, you MUST wait at least one year before
considering this procedure.
It is highly recommended that you avoid SUN and TANNING BED exposure for 30 days BEFORE and
AFTER your procedure. If you show up for your appointment with a new tan or a sunburn, you will need
to reschedule and will forfeit your deposit. As your skin exfoliates from a sunburn, it will take the
pigment with it.

How long is the healing process?
The skin is healed after about a month. After 6 weeks, you may receive additional PhiRemoval
treatments if they are needed. You may not receive any new microblading or tattooing procedures in
the treated area until after 3 months of healing.

How many treatments are needed?
Removal of the tattoo or bad PMU doesn’t end after one treatment. It often takes more than one
procedure (scheduled 6 weeks apart) to remove everything you are not satisfied with, but the first
results are immediately visible.

How will I look immediately after the procedure?
Your brows will appear darker and more intense than expected for the first week or so. This will
gradually lighten during the complete healing process. Redness and swelling is minimal. Please view the
detailed Pre & Post Care Instructions.

What should I do after the procedure?
After the procedure, you will need to keep the treated area dry for 48 hours. You will also want to
make sure that you use the aftercare products and follow the aftercare instructions. Failure to follow
aftercare may affect healing of the treated area(s) and your results.
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In addition:






Do NOT use any cosmetics in the treated area for 10-14 days.
Do NOT peel the scab; allow it to fall off naturally.
Do NOT have direct exposure to the sun or use tanning beds for 2 weeks.
Do NOT use baths, suanas, and pools for 2 weeks.
Do NOT have facial or body treatments in the treated area for 3-6 weeks.

Removal of the tattoo or bad PMU doesn’t end after one treatment. It often takes more than one
procedure to remove everything you are not satisfied with, but the first results are immediately visible.
If only the epidermis is affected, usually there are no traces or scars because the base layer epidermal
cells are able to regenerate completely.

How soon after PhiRemoval am I allowed to get another tattoo or microblading service in the
treated area?
After your last treatment session, you must wait 3 months before receiving any additional procedures
(microblading, tattoo, etc).

Is PhiRemoval safe for use around the eyes?
Yes! PhiRemoval is used on all areas of permanent makeup (brows, eyes, lips) and even other areas of
the body.

Will PhiRemoval leave a scar?
If only the epidermis is affected, usually there are no traces or scars because the base layer epidermal
cells are able to regenerate completely.

How old do I have to be to get microbladed/tattooed?
You must be 18 years or older to receive Microblading.

How do I book an appointment?
Appointments may be made by texting: (571) 549-1177 (Please allow 48 Hours for text response time
due to high volume of inquiries).
Appointments are NOT made in person, over the phone, or via email. Please note that a 50% deposit is
required to schedule and secure your appointment and is deducted from the total price of your
service. This deposit is to ensure that you are serious about your appointment and is non-refundable. If
you cancel or miss your appointment, you will simply forfeit your deposit.

What methods of payment do you accept?


Cash (in person or via the below apps)
o VENMO
o https://venmo.com/BeautyBrowsBeyond
o Cash App
o https://cash.me/$BeautyBrowsBeyond
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I also accept CREDIT CARD (VISA/Mastercard/Discover) payments
o Small service fee will apply.
Personal Checks are not accepted.
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